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Truther, Birther, Deather, Part 8
“September 11, 2001 seems destined to be the watershed event of our
lives and the greatest test for our democracy in our lifetimes. The
evidence of government complicity in the lead-up to the events, the failure
to respond during the event, and the astounding lack of any meaningful
investigation afterwards, as well as the ignoring of evidence turned up by
others that renders the official explanation impossible, may signal the
end of the American experiment. It has been used to justify all manners of
measures to legalize repression at home and as a pretext for behaving as
an aggressive empire abroad. Until we demand an independent, honest,
and thorough investigation and accountability for those whose action and
inaction led to those events and the cover-up, our republic and our
Constitution remain in the gravest danger.”
– Lt. Col. Shelton F. Lankford, retired U.S. Marine Corps fighter pilot
with over 300 combat missions flown, from a 2008 article, Twenty-five
U.S. Military Officers Challenge Official Account of 9/11

If you wondered that my Dust of Death movie ended so
abruptly in Part 7, just as 9/11’s key events were unfolding,
you intuited correctly that it was not my original intent. The
publisher felt “this particular thread has to end now” having
turned into a “fictional narrative” less “relevant” than the
“so much else to opinionate on.” So, I acceded by making
some minor adjustments and tacking The End onto it.
Of course, it was not the end. At 10:28 AM, WTC1
also collapsed into dust in mere seconds, only 102 minutes
after supposedly being hit by a jet. The more-likely cause
was a second nuclear device, positioned in the granite
bedrock 77 meters below ground level, same as in WTC2.
Jerry Hauer would go on TV to initiate the cover story
that jet impact and fires alone brought down the two towers
(absent time or ability to analyze the evidence), and that it
“certainly has, umm, the, uh, fingerprints of somebody like
Bin Laden.” Later, he would meet with Larry Silverstein
and, at 5:20 PM, WTC7 (a 47-story skyscraper, which
wasn’t hit by any planes) would collapse at free-fall speed
into its own footprint (becoming, supposedly, the first
modern, steel-reinforced high-rise to collapse solely due to
fire), thus similarly “dustified” by a thermonuclear device,
destroying significant evidence that could lead to
uncovering the motives and means for this “event.”
As epilog, I would have had the operational organizer
of the “event,” Freemason Mike Harari, ex-Mossad Deputy
Chief, and special aide and arms dealer to Manuel Noriega
(which included drug trade involving pre-presidents Bush
Sr. and Clinton), invite Dimitri A. Khalezov, the ex-Soviet
nuclear specialist, to his Bangkok home for breakfast (it
was still 9/11 in the US) to share an expensive bottle of
wine to celebrate the outcome of his endeavor.
(I invite you to Google Khalezov and read his writings
and watch his lengthy video interview, as it is the main
source for many of the claims made in my “movie.”)
The closing cards would point out: the improbably high
percentage of police, firefighters, EMTs, and site workers
who labored at Ground Zero without hazmat suits, and who
thus suffered from acute or chronic radiation sickness, and
have since developed cancers, due to the radioactive gases
generated by the multiple underground nuclear explosions
and continued spewing for six weeks; the high temperatures
and molten steel still found under the rubble three months
later, which could only be explained by nuclear causes; the
various crimes and cases that couldn’t be prosecuted
because of papers and evidence conveniently destroyed in
NYC and DC; and the political use of 9/11 to create an
endless “war on terror” to terrorize us with, pass the socalled PATRIOT Act to strip us of constitutional rights, and
start several wars and invasions of choice to enrich a
chosen few while impoverishing the rest of us.

Nearly every line I wrote, including the “imagined”
dialog (after all, I was not in the rooms personally!), is
based on sound factual evidence and in-depth research,
much as the History Channel would use in a serious
documentary, re-creating scenes for which no film exists.
Which is why I bristle at the term fictional (or as one letterwriter called it, gibberish), when dramatization is a more
accurate word. Besides there being no intent or reason for
me to deceive, I contend that my version of events is more
non-fictional than the implausible official government tale,
and more accurate than, say, Shakespeare’s dramatizations
of Julius Caesar or Richard III, or Cary Grant’s Cole Porter,
Larry Parks’s Al Jolson, or William Bendix’s Babe Ruth.
Had I the room, I could have footnoted nearly every line to
document my source material beyond the internal quotes or
links I already included. But YOU can do as much, and
spend hours following the clues left in names, dates, etc.,
I’ve peppered my script with. The Truth is out there.
Now, all this is prelude to my ultimate point. Leading
up to the tenth anniversary of “the event,” there has already
been an orgy of execrable apologist columns and absurd
TV “documentaries” (including on the otherwise honorable
National Geographic channel), designed to reinforce the
lies and myths of 9/11. The ominous music, the selective
tear-jerking scenes and “testimonies,” the convenient
scapegoating of a chosen enemy, and the ridicule of anyone
who challenges these memes... all this is designed to whip
us back into the shocked emotional state of 2001 that was
used, then, to override our critical thinking faculties, to let
us passively accept and justify the various un-American
“measures” Col. Lankford and others have pointed out.
Yes, we should honor those who did their job and thus
became victims as well, but not by bathing in bathos and
simmering in sentimentality. Enough with the candles, big
flags, steel crosses, towers of light, and ceremonies that let
craven and cynical pols keep picking at the same scab!
Let’s move on, people. More Americans die each month in
car accidents, or each two weeks from legal drugs, or each
three days from tobacco, than died due to “the event.” The
USA, using 9/11 as pretext, has killed, injured, or displaced
a thousand-9/11’s-worth of innocent Iraqis, Afghans, and
now Libyans, which won’t bring back a single NYFD or
NYPD hero (whose brethren, it seems, are not going to be
allowed at the NYC tribute, because they know too much).
Do you really want to honor the dead and “Remember
9/11” properly? Then demand JUSTICE! Demand honest,
objective, international investigations with real experts in
relevant fields of forensics, architecture, engineering, logic,
chemistry, aviation, psy-ops, crime, etc. (not just political
hacks and government-owned flunkies), to be given access
to all evidence and all possible culprits, including higherups in government, military, intelligence, and media.
I began this series claiming we were lied to about
Osama being killed this year, with no government proof to
support that story; that Obama also lied to us about the
authenticity of his birth certificate; and I challenged the
official 9/11 story that Obama was doubling-down on. I
suggested they were all connected, and no coincidence...
that we were being softened up and conditioned for even
bigger lies, and perhaps even further false flag operations to
further demoralize and sap us of the will to think, question,
and resist. I believe the NATO takeover of Libya is part of
it, with Syria and Iran next on the chopping block.
So, don’t be surprised if unprecedented (even bizarre)
news comes out on or soon after 9/11/2011. (Yes, even
involving aliens, zombies, approaching comets, solar flares,
killer tides, new viruses, etc.; the weirder and bigger the
claim, the more panic and compliance will be expected.)
If so... first, don’t panic! Don’t automatically buy into
it. Think for yourself. Fearlessly resist any attempts to
make you give up essential liberty for a little temporary
safety; as Ben Franklin said, you’ll deserve and get neither.

